AIRPORT
PASSENGER BOARDING BRIDGES
Improving turnaround operations and ensuring total safety
and comfort for both passengers and operators

AIRPORT ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS

YOUR BOARDING PARTNER
ADELTE is a leading international engineering company providing
state-of-the-art equipment and services to airports and airlines worldwide
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This unique fully integrated approach
makes ADELTE a global partner which
not only has the know-how, the
experience and the resources to supply
on-time high quality, efficient and reliable
PBBs and GSE, but also enables airports
and airlines to increase operational
efficiency, reduce operational costs and
extend the lifespan of apron equipment.
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In order to deliver successful turn-key
projects, ADELTE controls every aspect,
including design, manufacture,
installation, training, operation,
maintenance, refurbishment and
spare-parts distribution for its complete
range of solutions.
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We are convinced that continuous
innovation and highly skilled personnel,
combined with superior quality materials
and cutting-edge technology, are
essential for meeting the expectations of
any leading international airport.
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Our complete line of highly effective and
tailor-made solutions ranges from
advanced Passenger Boarding Bridges
(PBBs) and Ground Support Equipment
(GSE) to smart Passenger Terminal
Solutions and innovative Global Services.
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CUTTING-EDGE PASSENGER BOARDING BRIDGES
Enhancing airport operations and ensuring total safety and comfort for both
passengers and operators
Building on six decades of experience, ADELTE delivers innovative, made-to-measure and high quality Passenger
Boarding Bridges with two or three sections, a hydraulic or electromechanical elevation system, glass or steel tunnels
and an increasing or decreasing telescope extension. Our complete line ranges from Apron Drives and Nose Loaders
to T-Bridges and Commuter Bridges. They can service all commercial aircrafts, from the largest A380 to smaller jets,
and cater for all terminals and apron-specific configuration needs.

TAILOR-MADE TO CLIENTS’
NEEDS

OUTSTANDING SAFETY AND
COMFORT

Our engineers will design and deliver a
PBB manufactured to your specific needs,
choosing the right size configuration, the
drive system, the elevation type, the most
efficient air conditioning system and other
design features.

Design and a successful technical conception
are vital, incorporating innovative aspects, all
of which make a qualitative difference to a
passenger’s perception of the service
provided by an airport or airline.

LOW OPERATING COSTS

FAST & SECURE DOCKING
MANEUVERS

Elevation and travel systems are designed
and engineered to offer maximum energy
efficiency. The PBB structure is able to
receive GSE such as PCAs and GPUs which
deliver pre-conditioned air and electricity to
the stationed aircraft, dramatically reducing
energy consumption.

ADELTE’s PBBs are equipped with the latest
Cabin and PLC technologies and offer a
complete and reliable safety system. Multiple
sensors, point-and-go technology and our
fully automated docking system make
docking operations simple and successful,
preventing any risk for the aircraft or
operator on the apron.

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

SUPERIOR QUALITY DURABILITY

ADELTE’s PBBs incorporate the most
advanced elevation and drive technologies,
state-of-the-art automation and direct
access design for easy maintenance.

Our PBBs offer a stronger and more
lightweight structure made of high quality
steel. All materials are tested and the
manufacturing process is certified in order
to guarantee excellent durability.

UNIQUE INNOVATIVE PBB SYSTEMS
Advance. Elevate. Innovate.
At ADELTE, innovation is a cross-company discipline and a key element to our competitiveness. All our employees
take pride in participating and finding new and creative solutions to generate value for our clients, partners and
suppliers. Creating and patenting new designs and cutting-edge technological applications, as well as continuously
improving our products and services enable ADELTE to deliver unique solutions to any Airport Passenger Terminal.

REMOTE CONTROL OPERATING SYSTEM
ARCOS® is an All-in-One system that allows operators to control
and drive PBBs remotely from inside an airport office. The remote
operation together with the exclusive Queue Management Module
enables resource optimization, reducing the OpEx by 65%.

EASY MAINTENANCE FOR MOTORS
Traction and Elevation motors are located in the
lower part of the gantry to facilitate
maintenance tasks and avoid having to use
elevators and working at height.

PATENTED TRACTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Our unique & patented Traction system is based on PID
technology applied to the virtual ICR which prevents
wheels drifting effect, undesired internal forces in the
PBB structure and early wheel wear.

All PBB components can be implemented at
any airport, whether PBBs are manufactured
by ADELTE or other OEM*.

ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEM
ADELTE’s electromechanical elevation system uses energy when the
PBB goes up and returns up to 95% when it goes down. Double brake
ensures no undesired downward movements and the maintenance
only requires electrical knowledge of the control system.

OPTICAL AUTOLEVELING MODULE
The Optical Autoleveling Module substitutes the traditional
autoleveling arm. It detects the aircraft shape and allows
controlling automatically the raising and lowering of the
PBBs without touching the aircraft fuselage.

CONTACTLESS DOCKING SYSTEM
This system allows the operator to dock the PBB
without touching the aircraft fuselage. It shows
the exact distance between the PBB and the
aircraft in real-time.

LASER SCOPE MODULE
Laser lights are initiated at each docking operation and indicate to
operators where to position the PBB with respect to the aircraft service
door. This incorporated docking assistance avoids unnecessary movements
of the PBB and allows operating times to be reduced by 20%.

*Integration of those components in PBBs of other OEMs requires prior analysis by ADELTE.

ARCOS®: THE FUTURE IS HERE!
Start operating your Airport PBBs with ADELTE’s Remote Control Operating System
ARCOS® is a system specifically designed to enable safe,
fast PBB operations on a remote basis. By having all PBBs
connected to a single system, an operator remotely
connects with one or multiple PBBs, reducing
considerably the operation times.

ENHANCED
SECURITY

REMOTE
OPERATIONS

The need for a PBB operator to be physically inside a PBB
for every single manoeuvre becomes a thing of the past.
Furthermore, one of ARCOS®’ key features, the Smart
Queue Management Module, allows the optimisation of
resources during peak hours of PBB operations.
ARCOS® offers the complete inside and outside vision of
the PBB that an operator needs to see when initiating an
operation. Through a multi-camera system in the control
panel and through visual guides in real time, the operator
is able to execute docking manoeuvres with a precision
and effectiveness that has never been seen before.

65% OPERATIONAL COST SAVINGS

+20% iMPROVED OPERATIONS

GROUND
COMMUNICATION

APRONAUT®
PBB TRAINING

VISUALLY
ASSISTED DOCKING

INTEGRATED
FLIGHT PLANS

ARCOS® is the innovative solution that
maximize the efficiency of procedures,
significantly reducing costs and
achieving considerable improvements

SMART QUEUE MANAGEMENT

in docking and undocking times.

NEED SERVICE SUPPORT FOR YOUR AIRPORT?
ADELTE has extensive experience in providing Service Support, using the latest technologies and
employing highly qualified personnel. Our complete spectrum of technical services focuses on providing
our clients with the highest quality of services for sophisticated PBB’s, PCA’s, GPU & VDGS.

TECHNICAL INSPECTIONS

MAINTENANCE

UPGRADES & REFURBISHMENT

Our engineers & technicians travel
around the world to inspect airport
equipment and to analyse their
performance in order to provide our
clients personalised solutions.

Complete range of tailored Maintenance
Services to guarantee continuous, ideal
productivity and to ensure fast and safe
boarding operations.

From simple upgrades to full
refurbishment. Once modernised, the
PBBs offer increased reliability,
efficiency, and extended life expectancy.

TRAINING & OPERATIONS

DISMANTLING & DISPOSAL

SPARE PARTS

ADELTE's highly skilled professionals
can operate all models of PBBs and
can carry out a comprehensive range
of operations and maintenance
training programs.

We are experienced in handling the
dismantle and disposal of any boarding
bridge, working in compliance with
safety and environmental regulations.

We hold an extensive inventory of
spare parts for ADELTE's equipment
or that of any other manufacturer.

Adapted to your
speciﬁc requirements

Qualiﬁed & Experienced
Engineers & Technicians

24/7 Technical
Support

ADELTE has the depth of technical
and industry expertise to understand
your unique business needs, and
translate them into specific service
support plans.

The seasoned engineers in our
Global Services department are
experts in electrical, mechanical
and hydraulic systems.

Our Global Services team is ready to
provide fast, premium, technical
support, anytime, day or night.

020622 - Specifications are subject to change without prior notice and are not contractual

STANDARDS & REGULATIONS
ADELTE’s products are “CE” marked and compliant with among others the following standards
and regulations, where applicable:
Learn more scanning
this QR code

NFP 415 - 2022

AHM 650 (IATA) - Potable Water Servicing

EN 12312-4:2014 - Passenger Boarding Bridges

AHM 902 (IATA) - Environmental impact on the use of GSE

EN 12312-12 - Potable Water Service

AHM 910 (IATA) - Basic requirements for aircraft GSE

EN 12312-17 - Air conditioning equipment

AHM 913 (IATA) - Basic safety requirements for aircraft GSE

EN 12312-20 - Electrical ground Power Units

AHM 922 (IATA) - Basic requirements for PBB Aircraft Interface

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) – (89/23/CEE)

AHM 973 (IATA) - Functional specification for a towed aircraft ground heater

UNE-EN 1915-1:2013 - Aircraft ground support equipment

AHM 974 (IATA) - Functional specification for aircraft air conditioning unit

General requirements. Basic safety requirements

AHM 1002 (IATA) - Environmental impact on the use of GSE

In addition to these, ADELTE’s products are custom-designed to comply with the applicable specific standards and
regulations in each country or state.

ABOUT ADELTE
ADELTE provides engineering know-how and result-driven solutions for the world’s leading
international airports. From advanced boarding bridges and terminal solutions that deliver a
better experience for passengers, to innovative ground support equipment and airport global
services to improve performance on the apron, ADELTE is focused on working closely with its
partners to enhance airport operations worldwide.

ADELTE takes your airport to the next level.
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Associate Member of:

Ave. Josep Tarradellas, 20 - 4th Floor
08029 Barcelona, Spain
Phone: +34 933 632 294

Follow us and visit adelte.com

